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NOK
Krone to remain favourable as hawkish CB and energy prices
feed rally

While October was a cloudy month for Norway, it was all
clear skies and calm waters for the Norwegian krone as
it climbed higher against all G10 currencies with the
exception of the Antipodeans. The rally came amid a
stark surge in gas and oil prices as a robust recovery in
demand conditions outpaced the weaker supply that
was affected by multiple factors, while a hawkish
Norges Bank also continued to underpin the currency.
The 25bp rate hike in September was fully priced in by
markets, however it was the higher terminal rate in the
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Chart 1: EURNOK (navy) and 
USDNOK (turquoise) sharply 
rise in October 

Monex’s November forecasts

1-month
30th Nov 2021

3-month
31st Jan 2022

6-month
31st April 2022

12-month
30th Nov 2022

EURNOK 9.65 9.6 9.75 9.9

USDNOK 8.39 8.28 8.41 8.46

NOKSEK 1.0155 1.0156 1.0154 1.0202
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rate path projections of the September meeting as well as the Bank name-checking
December as the time for another hike which put a floor under NOK. At the same time,
the Norges Bank continued purchasing 1.7bn NOK each day in October to stabilise the
government budget deficit, which served as another tailwind for the krone. While
November’s NOK purchases have been reduced to 700mln a day, this should still be
supportive for the krone albeit to a lower extent as it continues to signal to markets that
the direct FX impact of the government’s budget deficit will be neutralised.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/liftoff-from-the-norges-bank-comes-in-a-package-deal-with-revised-rate-path/


Energy market to support NOK in the near-term

A major rise in gas and oil prices has made NOK one of the better G10 performers since
September, although the currency weakened slightly over the past week on the back of a
minor correction in energy prices. Lately, upstream supply issues stemming from
unplanned outages and delays in repair works have compounded supply concerns from
historically low inventory levels in Europe. With low wind power generation in Europe
over the summer too, and expectations of a harsh winter boosting demand further for
energy, commodity analysts expect energy prices to remain elevated for near-term
delivery contracts. This should see the krone remain a favourable choice for investors
over the winter periods. While OPEC+ will likely continue to increase production by
400,000bpd each month, in line with their original plan despite President Biden having
pressed the cartel to increase production faster to stabilise prices, this isn’t seen as too
disruptive to the overall bullish oil outlook.

While at present it looks like it would take months for the pipeline to be approved, if this
occurs sooner than expected, it would likely drive down European gas prices. This could
take some of the shine off the krone in the process. In the interim, President Putin has
ordered Gazprom to send more gas towards Europe, but it is unknown whether this will
actually occur and has thus had little impact on the market pricing.

Hawkish Norges Bank supportive of NOK, but most of the impact 
likely priced in

Another rate hike in December is a foregone conclusion for the Norges Bank after 
policymakers explicitly announced this in the September rate statement, but a bigger 
question for markets is how fast rates will rise in 2022. The September forecasts have 
pencilled in three additional hikes in 2022, but the risks to the rate path are skewed to the 
upside as more G10 central banks are adopting a hawkish pivot and rate expectations 
have risen globally amid the more inflationary economic backdrop. However, despite the 
recent repricing of many G10 rates, market forward rates are currently in line with the 
forward guidance from the Norges Bank, meaning that in the absence of any monetary 
surprises, the market reaction from the Norges Bank meeting this week should be limited. 

With the krone already trading around highs not seen since 2019, our forecasts only 
envisage mild strength in NOK over the 1-3 month horizon. 

The bullish NOK outlook stemming from stronger 
commodity prices is subject to risks from the developments 

around the Nord Stream 2 pipeline, however. 
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Beyond this, the supporting macro outlook will be partially offset by the reduction in NOK
purchases by the Norges Bank as fiscal stimulus eases, but the NB’s hawkish position
within the DM space still is net supportive for the krone. Over the 6-12 month period, the
procyclical rally is expected to be less pronounced as previously thought given
downgrades to global and eurozone growth. This suggests gains for NOK will be more
limited, while the effect of the European Central Bank beginning to normalise policy
towards the end of 2022 is expected to strengthen the euro in our view.

SEK
EURSEK set to drive higher next year following re-pricing of
hawkish expectations

Rising energy prices have had less of a supporting impact on the krona given Sweden’s
usual balance between energy exports and imports, although Sweden has had a small
energy surplus in recent years that it usually exports. Instead, rising energy prices have
largely impacted the krona via the inflation channel. Over the last month, the krona rose
to multiyear highs against the as markets seemed increasingly sceptical that the Riksbank
could maintain its dovish approach amid the more inflationary European backdrop and
started pricing in tighter policy. Meanwhile a weaker euro also contributed to the strong
dip in EURSEK. The pair ripped over 2% lower in October while USDSEK dropped by 1.77%
(chart 2).

Monex’s November forecasts

1-month
30th Nov 2021

3-month
31st Jan 2022

6-month
31st April 2022

12-month
30th Nov 2022

EURSEK 9.8 9.75 9.9 10.1

USDSEK 8.52 8.41 8.53 8.63

NOKSEK 1.0155 1.0156 1.0154 1.0202

Chart 2: EURSEK (navy) and 
USDSEK (turquoise) fall over 
October as money market 
pricing shifts more hawkish
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Much of the economic data from Sweden points to a recovery in line with many other
European economies: an exceptionally tight labour market, higher inflation, and strong
sentiment indicators such as rising purchasing managers’ indices. What stands out,
however, is Sweden’s third quarter GDP reading, which rose to 1.8% in Q3 – the highest
quarterly increase of the year.

All curbs and recommendations were lifted at the end of September, while other
European countries are now discussing reintroducing some measures to put a lid on
rising cases through winter. The divergence in growth momentum should be supportive
of further SEK gains against the euro in the short-term. The main risks to the Swedish
economic outlook are the current supply chain issues and bottlenecks, which have
forced several Swedish producers to halt production. This was mostly visible in the car
industry that has been hit by the semi-conductor shortages. While the strong growth
indicator came in despite the shortages, which combined with higher inflation has led to
markets pricing in tighter policy by the Riksbank (chart 3), should they be more persistent,
they may begin to weigh on growth in coming quarters.

Chart 3: SEK 1Y1D forward cash rate implies markets are ignoring the Riksbank as
policy expectations are growing

Sweden’s economy grew more quickly than expected as 
Covid-19 restrictions were lifted and vaccination rates 

progressed, causing the Swedish economy to grow more 
rapidly than many other European peers in the third quarter. 
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Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Monex Europe Limited, an execution-only service provider. The
material is for general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal
circumstances or objectives. Nothing in this material is, or should be considered to be, financial, investment or
other advice on which reliance should be placed. No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or
completeness of this information. No opinion given in the material constitutes a recommendation by Monex
Europe Limited or the author that any particular transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific
person. The material has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the
independence of investment research, it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the
dissemination of investment research and as such is considered to be a marketing communication.

So far, policymakers have not reacted to the
rise in inflation and have not provided markets
with any hints that the central bank will deviate
from its current approach. The Bank’s
projections see the repo rate remaining flat at
0% until 2024 at least, and Governor Ingves
and Deputy Floden have confirmed that the
underlying inflationary pressures are transitory
in nature and should wear off next year when
base effects fade and energy prices ease.
Forward cash rates are currently pricing in
25bps of hikes in the coming 6-months, but we
expect the Riksbank to push back on these
expectations in the November meeting.

Despite rising policy 
expectations, we 

expect the Riksbank
will maintain its current 
accommodative stance 

for now. 

Our near-term EURSEK forecasts still reflect a moderately stronger SEK given the current
macro environment, but we expect the re-pricing of hawkish expectations to weigh on
SEK over the more medium-term as the Riksbank’s dovish messaging is reiterated at a
time when G10 rates begin to rise more broadly.
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